The Gulf Crisis

By STEPHANIE DESMON

Throughout the process, the president and committee heads have said the panel is picking a vital role.

The Committee

Some have second thoughts over winter trips to Middle East

By STEPHANIE DESMON and LAURA LIEBERMAN

The first group forced to leave its house in the 200 block of Baltimore Avenue.

Fire guts house on 39th and Baltimore

By PATRICK O'DONNELL

The repairs will cost the University $10 million — more than it received from the fire insurance.

Recap


Logan closing depends on weather

By MATTHEW SELMAN

The repairs claimed students' $10 million insurance policies or nothing would go up 75 percent if the building is torn down to the ground. The repairs are likely to begin before next May because the lot where Logan Hall would survive another five years.

**On Campus**

**Events**

**NOTICE**

CAMPUS EVENTS are listed on the Daily Calendar of Events on the University of Pennsylvania bulletin board and in the campus newspaper. For further information, call the source listed at the bottom of the bulletin board entry. Events listed in the Daily Calendar of Events are not in charge to_auditorium. Events may also be listed in The Daily Pennsylvanian.

**TODAY**

- **12:00 PM** - **MARTIAL ARTS** - **Big Idea Theater** - **Open to all**
- **2:00 PM** - **MARTIAL ARTS** - **Big Idea Theater** - **Open to all**

**TOMORROW**

- **12:00 PM** - **HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH and DISCIPLINARY RESEARCH** - **Aldi Center** - **Open to all**
- **6:00 PM** - **DEBATE** - **Greenfield Intercultural Center** - **Open to all**

**HONOR MY MEMORIES WITH US!**

The 1991 Martin Luther King, Jr. Commemorative Calendar of Events is available **until December 14, 1990**.

If your student organization or academic department is planning an event, **honor the memory of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.** Please forward all details to:

Afro-American Studies Program
204 Bennett Hall
**989-4905**

**See News Happening? Call 898-6585**

**The Einstein Café**
A new media faculty forum with a Swiss flavor & dessert presents...

"Jews and a Unified Germany" a talk with
Professor Thomas Childers
Wednesday, December 5, 1990 • 7:00 PM
Hillel Auditorium • 202 South 36th Street
For information call 898-7391
ALL ARE WELCOME

**Police stop knifepoint robbery**

By PATRICK ODONNELL

The Philadelphia Police Department arrested a University student who was carrying a knife point.

The University Police Department officers arrested a University student from a knife point last night in 14th and Locust streets.

Quadrantis cordially invites you to BLUE WINDOW

By Craig Lucas

Harold Prince Theater
December 6 & 7 at 8:00 pm
December 8 at 7:00 pm & 9:30 pm
Tickets $5 on Locust Wall & Annenberg Box Office
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**Penn Sings**

**Identification Through**
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Faculty walkout shock Temple U.

BY MATTHEW KLEIN

Teachers have walked out of their jobs since September 4 and lasted 29 days, after three faculty unions have yet to reach a contract agreement. The contract offer called for a five percent salary increase for faculty and a commitment of $200 million to pay off the university's asbestos problem. The offer also included an increase in the percentage of the salary for faculty and teachers who have had a positive impact on education. The faculty unions, however, have yet to reach an agreement.

The strike has caused a significant amount of disruption for students, who have been forced to find alternative ways to continue their education. Many have had to take online courses or attend community colleges, which have become overcrowded and stressful. Some have even had to drop out of school altogether.

During the strike, the university's reputation has been severely damaged. Prospective students have been discouraged from enrolling, leading to a decline in enrollment. The university's reputation has also been hurt by the negative publicity surrounding the strike, which has been widely covered by the media.

The university administration has attempted to negotiate a settlement with the faculty unions, but so far, the talks have been unsuccessful. The future of the university remains uncertain as the strike continues.

City Limits

City cash crisis looms as year's end approaches

BY ADAM LEVINE

The City's cash crisis has worsened as the year draws to a close. The city is facing a $206 million budget deficit, the largest ever in the city's history. The deficit is due to a combination of factors, including a decline in revenue and increased spending.

Mayor Wilson Goode, who is running for re-election, has called for a special session of the city council to address the budget crisis. The mayor has also proposed a number of cuts to the city's budget, including reductions in social services, education, and public safety.

Councilman George Burrell, who is running for mayor, has proposed a different approach to the budget crisis. Burrell has called for the city to sell off some of its assets, including the Delaware River Waterfront, to raise money to pay for the deficit.

The city is also facing a cash flow crisis, as it is running out of money to pay its bills. The city has received $100 million in emergency funds from the state, but it still needs to come up with an additional $150 million to cover its expenses for the remainder of the year.

The city's financial situation is causing concern among city residents, who are worried about the future of their city. Many are calling for action to be taken to address the budget crisis, while others are expressing concern about the impact of the cuts on the city's services and residents.
15th Annual Sale-a-bration

20% OFF
all books (except text), books on cassette, magazines, newspapers, fits, stationery, clothing, fine arts, photography, europa (except text), and candy.

10% Off
health and beauty aids, and selected items in the Computer Connection.

30% Off
these selected items:
Koh-i-noor Technical Pen Sets, Calendars (located in the General Book Dept.), Reverse Weave sweatshirts & sweatpants, Laurel Burch Merchandise, and Duracell batteries.

Discounts do not apply to New York Times bestsellers, textbooks, chair/rockers, special orders, out-of-print search, and requisitions. Coupons will not be accepted during this sale.
Kuwaiti women speak on crisis

by SCOTT CALVERT
The Pennsylvania State University

Three women representing a group called Citizens for a Free Kuwait on Tuesday held the audience at a discussion on campus as they recounted the numerous rapes, murders, and acts of torture they said were being committed by Iraqi forces in Kuwait.

One Kuwaiti panel member, Jamila, who is withholding her full name, said yesterday at a press conference in Houston Hall as she told the audience in a thick accent, "I had a lot of freedom and a secure environment, the men supervised by Saddam," she told the audience.

She added that she hoped a rebel movement originating within Iraq might be able to bring an end to Saddam's "brutal aggression" by using the equal educational opportunities and standards for information available to both men and women.

All women are available to both men and women.
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Unified Effort

On the ideal diverse campus, students of differ-
ent races, religions and philosophies would inter-
act naturally. It would be easy and normal to seek
each other out and talk about our shared experi-
ences and views. It would happen in every dining hall
and residence. People of all backgrounds would
spend time together and understand each other.
Unfortunately, Penn — like most colleges — is far
from an ideal place. An excerpt from a Penn
89 mailer reveals much of the friction between the IFC
and the rest of the student community.

To solve this separation problem, students
must make a active effort to bring groups
back together. President Judith E. S. Housen’s Unity Dinner proved the effort is worthwhile.

The dinner brought Black Student League and
Phi Beta Sigma into the neo-Apollo Ball in Old
Silt. Students discussed poignant issues for both
the Greek system and for Penn in general and for
Israel. Despite differing views, members realized
there were some issues that affected everyone.

Events like the Unity Dinner will help bring
people together and improve the overall social
atmosphere. Hopefully, other fraternity members
will just sit on their couches and keep quiet.

When I confront fraternities, they say: ‘If Greeks are as bad as the
other student organizations on campus, why
aren’t we winning awards?’

It’s time somebody came out and
proclaimed: The fraternities are on the
Walk without without booting
Greeks.

We could easily house a di-
gen for the Greek system. The CasUe boys
must not be needed.

I’m not saying the Greek system
is good. In fact, I don’t think it’s a
role of a fraternity is to teach you to
be a jerk-type activities. Part of the
problem with fraternities is that they are
not being discussed and the problem of the
fraternity system is closed-minded and coun-
trolled by a group of white men playing la-

dissenting voices are heard.

Professor Tuk-Tuk does not get up in the
morning and catch a "tuk-tuk" to school. If they really care about your acc-
dishments, Professor Tuk-Tuk would do about the same thing that you do —
be a student at the University of Penn-
sylvania, the same way that those
Greeks are. The Greek system is not the
only problem on Penn’s campus, but
every time something goes wrong, they
always blame the Greeks.

This incredible amonging minor-
ty should be treated as the people they are
thinking about, and this is why they are
trying to make a political correct-

And the University still hasn’t been
fully proven, no doubt about it.

A 'Tuk-Tuk'?

As a first-year international
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Logan closing dependent upon weather

LOGAN, from page 1

Logan Hall located near Main Campus is the newest building on the Logan campus.

There have been many rumors circulating around Logan Hall, but none of them are true. The only thing that is true is that Logan Hall is a great place to study and is very quiet.

Research investigation continuing

A University professor who was charged with research misconduct is facing three counts of violating the university's policies on research misconduct. The professor, who has been suspended since last fall, has been charged with plagiarism, failure to disclose conflicts of interest, and failure to cooperate with an investigation by the Office of Sponsored Programs.

The university's Office of Sponsored Programs has determined that the professor violated the university's policies on research misconduct. The professor has been given until the end of the month to respond to the charges.

While the investigation continues, the university has suspended the professor's research activities and is不允许 any new research projects to be initiated.

The investigation also revealed that the university has been aware of the professor's research misconduct for several years, but had not taken action until now.

The university's Office of Sponsored Programs is working with the Office of the General Counsel to ensure that the university's policies on research misconduct are enforced.

We'll help you find employees with class.

Every weekday thousands of students search The Daily Pennsylvania's Classifieds section. They're young, well-educated, energetic, and hungry for experience & extra cash. So if you have a job opening, place an ad in our Classifieds' Help Wanted section and get in touch with some "class" individuals.

DP Classifieds • 898-1111
Bush nixes idea to give sanctions a year to work

MONTREVIDEO, Uruguay — President Bush yesterday firmly re-
sponded to Soviet Premier Mikhail Gorbachev’s request that the United
States consider giving the Soviet Union another year to work out
problems in Eastern Europe before taking any new sanctions.

Bush, on the second day of a state-to-state tour across South
America, said that “sanctions alone would bring no peace.”

Saying that many countries’ econ-
yomies “are devastated” by the oil crisis and that sanctions “would bring
energy to the point of no return,” Bush went on to say that “we’re not in
the business of bringing energy to the point of no return.”

In what appeared to be another example of strong U.S. support for
Gorbachev, Bush, in response to the Soviet leader’s request, said that “we
are not going to go on forever.”

For his part, the president said that the “hard line” approach of the
“McNamara type” is not the answer.

“Sometimes it’s a matter of judgment,” Bush said, “and I don’t think
it’s a matter of judgment. Sometimes it’s a matter of policy.”


Saddam promises to release Soviets

MOSCOW — President Mikhail Gorbachev said yes-
to a second round of Soviet talks
with Iraq that would lead to the re-
solution of the gulf crisis, Bush vowed, “This is
the way we are going to do it.”

Saying that many countries’ eco-
yomies “are devastated” by the oil crisis and that sanctions “would bring
energy to the point of no return,” Bush went on to say that “we’re not in
the business of bringing energy to the point of no return.”

In what appeared to be another example of strong U.S. support for
Gorbachev, Bush, in response to the Soviet leader’s request, said that “we
are not going to go on forever.”

For his part, the president said that the “hard line” approach of the
“McNamara type” is not the answer.
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Spring deadline looming for Locust Walk committee

WALK, from page 1

son committee, which she says does
she may resign because she is the
committee and 49 percent off," Gar-
constituency, which makes up more
he has also considered resigning
not usually oppose the president so
the committee with such a limited
finkel said last week. "I need to be
charge," Phillips, a public policy and
the committee with Mechanical Engi-
said it is not meant to represent a
morrisson's sentiments, saying they
many other members echoed
RECYCLE
PCease

CAREERS IN MARKETING
Professionals will speak about—
 Health Care Facilities Planning
 Real Estate Development
 Direct Marketing

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5
7:00 – 9:00 PM
BEN FRANKLIN ROOM, HOUSTON HALL

Sign up with Bernadette Willii at CPSS

CAREER PLANNING CAREER

YOU COULD BE
17-25 Lbs.
THINNER
by WINTER BREAK

• DINE OUT OR EAT IN
• NO DOCUMENTATION
• NO LIFESTYLE CHANGE
• One-On-One Counseling

CALL TODAY for a FREE CONSULTATION

Center City Diet Center
Robinson Building Suite 1120
15th and Chestnut Sts. Phila., PA 19102
(215) 564-6110

IT'S TIME FOR FINALS AND DOMINO'S PIZZA!

CALL US! 386-2600
3861-17 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

ASK YOUR ROOMMATE!
GET TWO FOR $8.88!
Get two cheese Pan or two large cheese piz-
a for just $8.88! Lead on your favorite top-
ing or 2 large piz of any size.

STUDY BUDDY!
PIZZA & COKE FOR $9.99!
Order a medium cheese Original pizz and one Coke for just $9.99
Poppings are just $1.00 each.

COKES FOR JUST 23¢!
Get 12 oz. cans of Coke for just 23¢ with any pizza order! Limit of 6 cans per order.

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA.

CALL THE HALL!
GET TWO FOR $11.99!
Get two large Original cheese pizzas for just $11.99 each pizza.

BEAT THE CLOCK!

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE!
Buy one pizza (Pan or Original) after twelve midnight and receive another pizza of equal or lesser value for free!

For further information come to The Pennian Room, 2nd Floor, Bennett Hall on December 6, 11:00 am – 12:30 pm, Pascale Bassieres and Elliott Chotzin, Co-Directors of the Paris Program will be there to talk to you about COUP.
Local residents worried over rumors of halfway house occupancy.

"We will not rent to anyone who dresses drugs or has a drug background," she said. "People who use drugs or smoke marijuana do not belong in our building."
Why Tigers schedule 'Tark the Shark'

PITTSBURGH — "We're not going to go much, no way," Tigers coach Jim Boeheim said after Princeton posted a victory over Kentucky in the second round of the NCAA tournament. "The Princeton game has had the highest television ratings of any opening round game. It's like watching a Super Bowl."

Tark taught a lot of things in college. They broke his game and he played with them. They had to make adjustments and he played with them. He's a great basketball player."

The reason for the win in the second round with Le-
Salte lies in the fact that the Explor-
iers have three games this year in the 1800-1900 range. The of-
fered game a win with Princ-
ton impossible this sea-
son. "(Princeton) asked about playing
in this year, but our variables was
an opportunity for them to do it."

They didn't want to play in the past two seasons and we thought
it was here. We didn't call them.

As for St. John's, which lost to Prin-
ceton, last season, athletic dire-
ctor John Kravitz denied ever being on the Tiger schedule.

"Tark taught a lot of things in college. They broke his game and he played with them. He's a great basketball player."

"When the game was over, Tark said, 'Thank you for a great game.'"
Penn grad O'Malley keeps Dodger Blue out of the red

When the decision to move the (Dodgers to Los Angeles) was made in 1957, I was at Penn and thought about transferring to a school that was on the West Coast. But I decided not to. I decided, "No, I like Penn. I'm very happy here. I'm happy with the fraternities, my friends, classmates and professors." O'Malley continued.

"The Dodger Way is synonymous with the O'Malley way. After all, Dodger Stadium — that is also a Dodger tradition," Hawkins said. "There's a tradition and heritage here that is ongoing." The "Dodgers are a true people's team and there is a Dodger Way." They have been the Dodger firsts and Dodger personalities. There's a tradition and heritage here that is ongoing."

Tommy Hawkins
Los Angeles Dodgers vice-president

The SPEC Craft Fair Committee invites you to attend their Annual Holiday Crafts show and sale:

Show & Sale

All Uniquely Handcrafted

Jewelry  Pottery  Metal Sculpture  Puppets
Wooden Toys  Clothing  Stained Glass

Shawn O'Malley, from page 14

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
Green  Red  Blue  White  Silver

All holiday merchandise containing the color of the day will be discounted by 25%. This offer valid only during the days and times above.

HOUSTON HALL CARDS & GIFTS
3417 SPRUCE • LOWER LEVEL 808-6586

HOLIDAY SALE

MONDAY (12/2) THROUGH FRIDAY (12/7)
8:30 AM - 12 NOON
25% off any Holiday Item containing the Color of the Day!

The Daily Pennsylvania City Desk

Philly news you can use.

-Walter O'Malley's secretary, who wrote a personal check for $20 million in 1962. It's a sign of times changing.

"Anyone who treats a sports franchise as a hobby or something to be done casually is making a big mistake," O'Malley said. "Any serious owner wants to be a part of the Dodger Way. After all, the Dodgers are doing something right."

Although O'Malley is not a tenant of New York or Pennsylvania, he is proud to have my name associated with the institution," O'Malley said. "I'm proud to have either one of my sons go to Penn."
CBS asks baseball for a rebate

NEW YORK — CBS Sports, which pays more than as much as it ex- 
ists in the first year of its mega- 
league baseball contract, has asked 
baseball for sums of its own back. 
CBS has said last month that a 
contract that it signed with the 
Major League Baseball Players’ 
Association in 1984, due largely to 
the baseball strike, and not the net- 
work apparently wants major 
image baseball to help share 
its load.

"All I say is we have not 
been dealt with fairly in a 
number of instances, and until these 
discussions are completed, I can't 
tell you very much," CBS Sports 
prexy Frank Path told yesterday.

A spokesman for baseball, Bob 
Luxah, lastly and basically the same 
thing. However, everybody has the 
right to a fair deal. There has been a 
report that there may have been un- 
announced, con- 

fidential that the network had asked 
for a rebate of the $1.1 billion, 

four years deal that began this year.

I'm not going to deny that that 

statement was made," Path said, 
"but there were other issues as well, I'm just not 

ready to comment."

Published reports have said 

that baseball is not willing to give 

CBS a rebate, the network would 

get the money in return for 

regular-season games in the first 

year of the deal, while ESPN would 

pay baseball half million for four 

years, shared.

In economic report last month, 

CBS said that deals from the base-

ball contract were anticipated be- 

cause of the work the network 

would pay. These issues were made

known, however, by a four-game World 

Series newscast show 

nearly 42 million, and a few 

days later, a four-game World 

Series telecast by Sky.

In addition, over-the-air ratings for 

the World Series averaged 16.5, 

down from 18.1 registered in 1989, 

figures, however, were in- 

sensitive because of the strike, 

spoke largely between games 1 and 2.

HOUSTON — The Houston 

Astros season opener at 5 p.m. 

in which the team would have at 
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Holiday Shopping

Hey! Did you know that there are only 
19 shopping days left? Get moving 
with The Daily Pennsylvania's 
Holiday Shopping issue.
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SportsWire

Compiled from Associated Press Dispatches

NFL

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Eastern Division

New York Giants

Los Angeles Raiders

San Francisco 49ers

Washington Redskins

Western Division

Atlanta Falcons

Dallas Cowboys

Detroit Lions

Green Bay Packers

EASTERN DIVISION

New England Patriots

Indianapolis Colts

Miami Dolphins

New York Jets

Western Division

Buffalo Bills

Cleveland Browns

Miami Dolphins

New York Giants

San Diego Chargers

San Francisco 49ers

Western Conference

Dallas Cowboys

Los Angeles Rams

San Francisco 49ers

Western Conference

Denver Broncos

Kansas City Chiefs

San Diego Chargers

NBA

Eastern Conference

Atlantic Division

Boston Celtics

New Jersey Nets

New York Knicks

Philadelphia 76ers

Northeast Division

Atlanta Hawks

Chicago Bulls

Indiana Pacers

Milwaukee Bucks

Central Division

Cleveland Cavaliers

Detroit Pistons

Indiana Pacers

Chicago Bulls

Western Conference

Los Angeles Lakers

Los Angeles Clippers

San Antonio Spurs

San Diego Padres

Los Angeles Dodgers

Western Conference

New York Mets

New York Yankees

Toronto Blue Jays

San Francisco Giants

Western Conference

San Diego Padres

Seattle Mariners

San Francisco Giants

Western Conference

Miami Dolphins

Boston Celtics

New York Giants

Western Conference

Washington Redskins

Chicago Bears

Denver Broncos

San Francisco 49ers

EASTERN DIVISION

New England Patriots

Indianapolis Colts

Miami Dolphins

New York Jets

Western Division

Buffalo Bills

Cleveland Browns

Miami Dolphins

New York Giants

San Diego Chargers

San Francisco 49ers

Western Conference

Dallas Cowboys

Los Angeles Rams

San Francisco 49ers

Western Conference

Denver Broncos

Kansas City Chiefs

San Diego Chargers

NHL

WALCS CONFERENCE

Detroit Red Wings

New York Rangers

New Jersey Devils

Philadelphia Flyers
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Wharton grad O'Malley oversees the Dodger Way

By AMANDA RYKOFF

Tommy Hawkins, Dodger vanquished by Harvard, had a tale to tell. The former Harvard New York to Los Angeles to the White House. Today is the first part of an ongoing series that looks at the successes of these socially conscious Philadelphians.

In 1982, the year after O'Malley was honored by the Los Angeles Dodgers, he took his team to Nicaragua for a goodwill tour. O'Malley was one of the first American sports owners to visit Nicaragua in 20 years. Although O'Malley and his team are professionals, they visited with the aim of continuing efforts to promote goodwill between the United States and Nicaragua.

Sports

Explorers top very tall BYU, 93-81

By JON BRODSKY

According to La Salle point guard Mike Milobsky, “It’s a good thing we have something that no other major league team can say — that there are five fouls.”

What a difference a summer can make. In place of the Explorers and Crimson’s star-studded basketball schedules, the Explorers are now the only team in the nation making a serious run at the NCAA tournament. Their top seed was a result of their performance in the Big East Conference.

The Jewish Jordan

Milosky hits the Big Time

By NAMK KIM

Wharton grad O’Malley travels to Leningrad, Russia, to play Rick Pitino’s Wildcat team to win the U.S. Maccabiah Team.

Mike Milosky traveled from Division III players to make the U.S. Maccabiah Team.

When junior swingman Mike Milosky transferred from Division III Tufts to Penn before the 1986-87 season, he said that he wanted to make sure that his work in basketball was not all for naught. He wanted to make sure that his work in basketball was not all for naught.

When junior swingman Mike Milosky transferred from Division III Tufts to Penn before the 1986-87 season, he said that he wanted to make sure that his work in basketball was not all for naught. He wanted to make sure that his work in basketball was not all for naught.

Please see GAMES, page 7

How Princeton ended up playing the top-ranked Runnin’ Rebels

By JOHN DI PAOLO

In what turned out to be an unexpected turn of events, Princeton’s men’s basketball team found themselves playing a game against the top-ranked Runnin’ Rebels.

And they found defending national champions the Runnin’ Rebels in a game that they had prepared for. They had studied the video of Wayne Artz and the rest of the Runnin’ Rebels.

Please see GAMERS, page 11